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Abstract. Botnet is widely used in cyber-attacks and becomes a seri-
ous threat to network security. Existing approaches can detect botnet
effectively in certain environments, however problems still exist in using
host or network detection approaches respectively, such as robustness in
detection tools, difficulties in global deployment and low precision rate.
To solve the above problems, a novel detection approach called BotIn-
fer is proposed. In BotInfer approach, host-based bot detection tools are
deployed on some of the hosts; network flow of all the hosts is captured
and analyzed; host detection result and flow information are correlated
by the bot inference engine. Through the experiments, BotInfer can ef-
fectively detect the hosts in the network. When the deployment rate of
bot detection tools in the network reaches 80%, the precision rate of the
hosts with detection tools is about 99%, and the precision rate of the
hosts without detection tools is about 86%.

Keywords: bot detection, cluster, flow analysis, inference algorithm

1 Introduction

In order to achieve malicious purposes, attackers would inject particular mali-
cious codes in a large number of hosts by various means and remotely control
these hosts through command and control channel (C&C). The network com-
posed of these controlled hosts is known as botnet. The host controlling these
compromised hosts is known as botmaster. The malicious code is known as bot.
Botnet has become a serious threat to the Internet, which can cause various
cybercrimes, such as spreading attack codes and commands, spamming, infor-
mation theft, phishing and DDoS attacks.

In recent years, a large number of researches have been conducted to detect
and prevent botnet. According to the detection location, existing bot and botnet
detection approaches can be divided into two categories: (1) Host-based bot
detection approaches utilize the abnormal behaviors on hosts to detect bots,
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including abnormal behaviors in registry modification, file system information,
system calls, etc. For example, Stinson et al. proposed BotSwat approach [1],
Lei Liu et al. proposed BotTracer approach [2] and Young Park et al. proposed
BotTee approach [3]. (2) Network-based botnet detection approaches utilize the
flow information captured in the network. Such as S.Nagaraja et al. proposed
BotGrep[4] which utilizes structure graphs. B. Coskun et al. proposed a approach
utilizing friends of an enemy [5].

However, there are still some defects either in host-based detection or network-
based detection approaches. Host-based detection approaches need to deploy de-
tection tools on each host, which will bring direct impact on the performance of
hosts. And once the host detection tool is damaged, the detection result of the
host would be inaccurate. While the network-based detection approaches need to
collect the users’ network flow information, which may invade the users’ privacy.
Due to the limitations of the approaches purely based on hosts or network, Zeng
et al. [6] proposed a botnet detection approach, which is the first to combine
host and network information. The approach of Zeng can effectively detect the
botnets which are based on IRC, HTTP and P2P. However global deployment
is still needed, because the approach can be effective only when all hosts in the
network have been installed host detection tools.

During the procedures of bot detection, detection tools may have the problem
of robustness in host detection, the need of global deployment and low detection
rate. Robustness which means when bot detection tools were damaged on hosts,
detection tools would get the error detection result. Global deployment means
detection tools should be deployed on all the hosts in the local network, or there
wouldn not be any detection results about the hosts. While in this paper, we
propose a novel bot inference approach (BotInfer) which can solve the above
problem to a certain extent. Our works make the following three contributions:

1. We propose BotInfer approach. BotInfer has the higher robustness com-
pared with purely host-based bot detection approach. If bot detection tools on
some hosts have been damaged by malwares, BotInfer can still obtain the de-
tection results of other hosts and the flow similarity information between hosts
in the network to generate the final detection results. BotInfer doesn not need
global deployment. Not all hosts need to be deployed with bot detection tools
in the entire local network. When the deployment rate reaches a certain point,
reliable detection results can be generated through the existing hosts detection
information and network flow analysis.

2. We extract 13 features from network flow to calculate the host-flow sim-
ilarity. Through correlating host-flow similarity and host detection result, bot
inference algorithm can infer whether all the hosts in the local network infected
bot or not.

3. We implement a detection prototype based on BotInfer approach. And our
approach was evaluated by using mixed network flow which is from captured lab
flow in multiple time windows and the CERNET network during a day. Our
experimental results show that the proposed approach can detect different types
of bots with high robustness and property deployment rate.
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The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows: Section 2 is related works.
Section 3 introduces the design of BotInfer, including the problem statement
and assumptions, and the overall architecture of BotInfer. Section 4 implements
a model based on BotInfer, including host detection, network flow analysis and
bot inference engine. Section 5 experimentally analyzes this approach in terms
of accuracy and the rate of deployment. Section 6 is discussion about limitation
of BotInfer and the conclusion.

2 Related Works

Currently, primary host-based bot detection approaches include: (1) BotSwat
[2], proposed by Stinson et al., which can distinguish between bot behaviors
and benign programs. (2) BotTracer [7], proposed by Lei Liu et al., which is
to judge bot infection from the three indispensable stages in the process of bot
attacking. (3) BotTee [1], proposed by Younghee Park et al., which extracts the
suspicious system call sequences to match with the bot command patterns. (4)
JACKSTRAWS [8], proposed by Jacob et al., uses machine learning to identify
C&C connection accurately. (5) Konrad Rieck et al. [9] used the machine learning
algorithm to automatically analyze malware behavior. (6) Fatemeh Karbalaie et
al. [10] used data miner approache to detect host malwares.

Network detection approaches include flow graph analysis, flow features clus-
tering, machine learning, the analysis of activities of network flow. (1) BotFinder
proposed by Florian Tegeler et al. [11], used the machine learning to divide the
captured network flow into two types: benign and malicious and the final model
generated will decide whether the flow generated by hosts is malicious or not.
(2) Leyla Bilge et al. proposed DISCLOSURE approach [12], using large-scale
network flow data, extracting flow features to detect C&C server in botnet. (3)
Francois et al. proposed Bottrack approach [13], analyzing bots’ communication
patterns via NetFlow data analysis and PageRank algorithm.

In host-based approaches, any damage on bot detection tools will completely
fail the detection, so detection tools must be deployed on all hosts. Besides, bot
detection tools need to monitor system information of the user hosts, and it will
decrease the performance of user hosts. In network detection approaches, they
rely only on network flow and do not consider the hosts detection information,
so the detection accuracy is low. In our BotInfer approach, hosts detection in-
formation and network flow analysis information are effectively correlated, the
above problems are solved to a certain extend.

3 Bot Inference Approach

3.1 Problem Statement and Assumptions

Botmaster spreads commands to bots via C&C channel. After receiving com-
mands, the bots on hosts will perform malicious behaviors, in such areas as, the
allocation of file resources, generation of registry, network flow on hosts and so
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on. As a result, we can monitor the information on hosts to analyze whether
the host has been infected. For all the flows of bots are generated automatically
in the background, rather than through artificial operations, so there are great
similarities in communication flows between botmaster and bots. For example, in
the centralized architecture, the bots receive commands almost simultaneously
from the centralized server, and their communication flows are very similar with
each other in the aspects of the number of packets, the size of packets. While, in
the distributed architecture, the commands from botmaster need to be spread
among hosts, so the flows between hosts infected with the same bot also have
great similarity. Using the results detected on hosts and the information of flow
similarity obtained by flow analysis, we can finally infer whether the hosts are
bots or not through inference algorithm. BotInfer is a bot detection approach
used in a local network based on the above assumptions. BotInfer mainly targets
at a large local network to effectively detect bots, which use IRC, HTTP and
P2P as their C&C channels, when the deployment rate of host detection tools
reaches a certain point. The detection accuracy for unknown bot mainly depends
on the accuracy of the host detection tools.

3.2 Architecture of BotInfer

In Figure 1, the approach of BotInfer is mainly divided into three sections. S1
is the host detection, which deploys detection tools on some of the hosts in
the network. When detection tools find out bot activities on hosts, they will
immediately generate detection results and suspicious degrees, which will be
sent to the bot inference engine. S2 is the network analysis, which obtains the
communication flows of all hosts in the network and filters safe IP address got
from the known safe URLs (such as, www.microsoft.com, www.google.com).
We believe that the communication activities between hosts and these URLs
are benign behaviors. Flow features are extracted from filtered flows, such as
flow duration, packet size and packet quantity. Then according to the features
of host flows, the hosts with similar flow in a certain period are put into the
same cluster and the similarity degree is calculated. S3 is the most important
part of the BotInfer approach , which is used to correlate the detection results
generated in S1 and the data sets got by S2 to obtain the final results.

4 Implementation

A prototype is implemented based on BotInfer approach. Existing bot detection
tools are used to get host detection result. Network flow is filtered and clus-
tered. Algorithms are implemented in network flow similarity calculation and
bot inference engine.

4.1 Host Detection

Host-based detection approaches are in large numbers, which mainly analyze
the abnormal behaviors of hosts [14] [15] [16] [17]. Instead of doing in-depth
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Fig. 1. BotInfer architecture

researches on host-based detection approaches, we pay more attention to anal-
yse the network flow and the inference engine. In the experiments, traditional
antivirus tools are used to get the detection results on hosts.

4.2 Network Analysis

In order to obtain the similarity degree of the hosts’ communication flows, the
communication flows of hosts in entire network need to be captured in a time
window, and then do the work of flow filtering, extracting flow features, clustering
analysis and calculating flow similarity degree.

Flow Capture and Filter When extracting flow features, we only care about
the overall statistics of hosts’ communication flows and do not research the
specific content of communication packets, so this will not involve users’ privacy
data. For the acquired data of flows, it can be filtered by the white list of the
IP addresses. It is believed that it is secure for user hosts to communicate with
the hosts in white list, such as www.facebook.com and www.microsoft.com.
The flows generated from the IP on white list can be filtered, then the data
quantity is decreased greatly when analyzing network flow, which is sure to cut
the calculation overhead to a great extend. We won not filter the flows of internal
hosts in a local network, because in botnet, which uses P2P as C&C channel,
the internal hosts also communicate with each other and their flows are similar.

Flow Feature Extraction and Cluster For the data of network flow after
filtering process, the feature information of flows can be extracted according to
the IP addresses in flows. Due to the fact that the bots on hosts usually generate
less flows, if we simply collect the flows between a host and other hosts, the
flows generated by bots and botmaster will be covered by other processes, and
the features of flows generated by bots will not be obvious. As a result, it is not
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Table 1. Host flow feature

IP IP IP of two hosts (no distinction between source and target host)
totalFlows total flows between two hosts
totalPackets total packets of the flows between two hosts
totalbytes total bytes of the flows between two hosts
totalDuration total durations of the flows between the two hosts
packetsVariance the variance of packets number in each flow
bytesVariance the variance of bytes number in each flow
durationVariance the variance of durations number in each flow
packetsPerFlow the number of packets per flow
bytesPerFlow the number of bytes per flow
durationPerFlow the duration per flow
numberOfPort total number of ports used in communication
numberOfTcp total number of TCP flows in communication
numberOfUdp total number of UDP flows in communication

conducive to obtaining flow similarity of different hosts in a same time window.
Therefore, we do not consider the direction of flows, that is, do not distinguish
the IP between the source hosts and the target hosts of flows. We analyze all
communication information of two hosts within a time window to generate a
vector composed of 13 features. Table 1 shows all the information contained in
a feature vector. According to the feature, the similar flows can be put into the
same cluster by using the approach of hierarchical clustering, Davies-Bouldin
(DB) [18], which chooses an appropriate height to split the dendrogram.

Flow Similarity Calculation This part mainly calculate the similarity of host
communication flows in the same time window and the same cluster through the
use of similarity information of flows between different hosts. P and F are used
to record the flows information between two hosts within a time window. P is
composed of the IP of two hosts and F is the vector composed of the 13 features
of flows between two hosts. For instance, the communication flows between host
A and B can be expressed as (PAB , FAB). Their similarity is calculated through
the distance of features, for features j and k, their similarity is:

Sjk =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑13

i=1(xij − xj)(xik − xk)√∑13
i=1(xij − xj)2

√∑13
i=1(xik − xk)2

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (1)

xij denotes the ith feature of j, xik denotes the ith feature of k, xj =
1
13

∑13
i=1 xij , xk = 1

13

∑13
i=1 xik.

For the two flow-features in a cluster (PAB , FAB) and (PCD, FCD), the sim-
ilarity SABCD between two flow features can be obtained by calculating FAB

and FCD. When analyzing the IP of hosts, the similar flows can be divided into
two types: (a) and (b) in Figure 2. The similar flows in (a) are generated by
four different hosts and this type is regular in distributed botnet using P2P as
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Fig. 2. Flow similarity.
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Fig. 3. Inference algorithm

C&C protocol. HS is used to represent the host similarity, so we can get the
HS between hosts A and C, A and D, B and C, and B and D, for example, in
Figure 3 HSAC = HSAD = HSBC = HSBD = SABCD. The similar flows in (b)
are generated by the same host. As shown in (b), A and C is the same host and
this host may be a botmaster. This situation is regular in centralized botnets
using IRC or HTTP as C&C protocol. So, we can get the host similarity of hosts
B and D: HSBD = SABCD. FS is used to represent the final similarity between
hosts, that is FSAB = max(HSAB).

4.3 Bot Inference Engine

According to the results of host detection and flow similarity analysis, bot in-
ference engine can calculate the suspicion degree of the hosts without reporting
detection results. As shown in the Figure 3, there are five hosts in a cluster,
A,B,C,D and E. The detection results of A and B are HA and HB , hosts
C,D and E report nothing. SAC represents the calculation results of similar-
ity between A and C. Host D has no detection result, due to the fact that
it has similar communication flows with hosts A and B, what’s more, bot-
s have been found out on hosts A and B, then the final detection result of
host D is: FD = (HASAD + HBSBD)/(SAD + SBD). So a reliable detection
result for the hosts without detection tools or with invalid detection tools is
infered. If the host D has reported its detection result HD and the result
shows that host D has been infected with bots, however the degree of suspi-
cion is not very high, we could not accurately judge whether host D has re-
ally been infected with bots, and there may be the possibility of activities of
benign programs leading to the inaccurate report by detection tools. We can
calculate the final detection result of host D more accurately through bot infer-
ence engine to combine flows similarity information of other hosts in network,
FD = (HD + (HASAD + HBSBD)/(SAD + SBD))/2. Meanwhile, if there are
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a large number of hosts in the network, which have similar flows with host D
and send their detection reports, the detection results could be more accurate
through bot inference engine.

For more general situations, X represents any host in network and it is in
cluster N(X). The similarities between all hosts in N(X) are in a certain range.
HX represents the detection results generated by host X, and SKX means the
similarity between host K and host X. Finally, the detection result of host X
through inference engine is

FX =


∑

K∈N(X) HKSKX/
∑

K∈N(X) SKX ,HX = 0

(HX +
∑

k∈N(X) HKSKX/
∑

K∈N(X) SKX)/2 ,HX ̸= 0
(2)

The range of HX is between 0 and 1, and the larger the value, the greater the
suspicion degree of whether the host has been infected with bots. The range of
host flows similarity SKX is also between 0 and 1 and the larger the value, the
greater the flows similarity between two hosts. Analyzing the above inference
algorithm, it is easy to obtain the final detection result FX , which also ranges
from 0 to 1, and the larger the value, the greater the probability to be infected
with bots.

5 Experiment

According to the algorithm proposed, we design and implement the prototype
based on BotInfer and analyze its accuracy and deployment rate through exper-
iments. For host detection, we use the average detection result of those acquired
through several existing tools as the suspicion degree of whether the host is in-
fected by bots. In network analysis, the fprobe 1 [19] and flow-tools [20] are used
to capture the flows of the whole network. According to the IP information, the
captured host flows are filtered by safe-browling [21] proposed by google and top
1,000,000 URLs [22] proposed by alexa. Then the data is processed and ana-
lyzed by hclust [23] package and Python language. The final detection result is
obtained through inference engine.

5.1 Environment Setup

In the experiment, a controllable local network is built. User hosts are deployed in
VMware virtual machines with Windows XP Professional. BotInfer is deployed
in a Windows XP Professional host which has been equipped with quad core
2.40GHz CPU and 2G RAM. The network information collector and analyzer
are deployed in a Ubuntu 10.10 host equipped with 2.40GHz CPU and 2G RAM,
and this host is used as the gateway of the entire lab network. The topology of
experiment environment is shown in Figure 4.

1 NetFlow probes: fprobe and fprobe-ulog, http://fprobe.sourceforge.net/
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Fig. 4. Experiment architecture

To evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithm in detecting bot host, the bot
programs are installed in only some of user hosts and the botmaster is installed
in a host in a public network. Because of the uncontrollability of P2P botnet,
we only use HTTP and IRC bots, including SdBot, AgoBot, RBot and Nugache.
In order to better simulate the real environment of user hosts, we install and
run softwares like mIRC, pcAnywhere, Firefox, eMule and uTorrent, etc. in user
hosts and let them use the network as usual. For the network flow analysis, we
capture the network flow of a certain backbone at the CERNET network during
a day as the background data. There are 755,255 flow records in a time window of
10 minutes. After filtration, we get the information of 63,589 hosts. We integrate
the filtered information of features in the public network with the flow features
captured in local network. This will better evaluate the effectiveness of cluster
analysis when distinguishing bot flows.

5.2 Experimental Result and Analysis

Table 2. Host configurations

Host IP Bot Host Detection Tools Common Software

192.168.1.1-192.168.1.24 yes yes yes
192.168.1.25-192.168.1.30 yes no yes
192.168.1.31-192.168.1.40 no no yes

The Accuracy We use 40 VMware machines as user hosts which have been
installed with Windows XP Professional. The hosts are deployed in the same
network which is 192.168.1.1-192.168.1.40/24. Bot instances in the hosts, host
detection tools and the running of benign softwares are shown in Table 2. We
guarantee that the deployment rate of host detection tools deployed on bot
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Table 3. The accuracy of BotInfer

Bot name Average FP Average FN Average TP Average TN Duration

SdBot 0 0.02 0.98 1 24h
AgoBot 0 0.04 0.96 1 24h
RBot 0 0.04 0.96 1 24h
Nugache 0 0.05 0.95 1 24h

infected hosts comes to 80%, that the benign softwares on hosts can access
the network and the botmaster can communicate with bots in C&C channel
as usual. The commands we use include dns, open, download, redirect, etc. On
the network flow collector and analyzer, feature filtering and feature extraction
processes are both in a time window of 10 minutes. Then mixed flow-features
which are extracted from lab network flows and background are used to do
cluster analysis and similarity calculation. Finally we get the detection result of
the entire network through BotInfer. Table 3 shows the average detection results
of the 4 bot instances being detected respectively in individual time windows
during 24 hours.
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Fig. 5. Deployment rate and precision rate

Deployment Rate BotInfer has improved bot detection accuracy to a certain
extent. Detection tools need not to be deployed on all the hosts in the entire
network. It can get all hosts detection results through bot inference engine,
avoid the failure caused by bot detection tools’ failure on some of the hosts in
the network, so as to improve the robustness. In normal user hosts, we regularly
adjust the number of hosts infected with bots, the number of benign hosts and the
number of hosts being installed with detection tools, and we analyze multiple bot
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instances in IRC and HTTP botnets. Figure 5 shows the influence of deployment
rate of host detection tools on the overall test results. When the deployment
rate is over 50%, the accuracy of the test results of the entire network will be
significantly improved; when deployment rate is over 80%, the detection accuracy
rate of hosts without detection tools increases to more than 86%.

6 Conclusion

Although there are a lot of ways to analyze network flows, there are still many
challenges. When it comes to flow analysis, the following questions have been
solved in this paper: how to select the flow-features to distinguish benign flows
from malicious flow efficiently; how many clusters needed is reasonable when
partition flow-features; the storage of the final results. At the same time, we
also have figured out the differences between the final results generating from
the inference engine of hosts with detection tools and those of hosts without
detection tools.

Through analyzing the architecture of BotInfer, the results acquired by infer-
ence engine still depend on the results of host detection tools to a large extent.
Pure network analysis is unable to get the degree of suspicion for hosts in the
network directly. What’s more, the detection of unknown botnet also mainly de-
pends on the efficiency of host detection tools. In order to reduce the influence
of host detection results on correlation results, a possible way is to deploy more
than one detection tools in the networks to improve the efficiency of host detec-
tion, another way is to get the network detection result using machine learning
or other graph algorithm to analyse the captured network flow.

With botnets evolving, a large number of hosts are still suffering from bots.
In this paper, BotInfer is able to infer hosts infected with bot in the entire
network efficiently when the deployment rate of host detection tools reaches a
certain point in the local network. We have picked up 13 features of the collected
flows and calculate the flow similarity between hosts so as to distinguish the
flow of benign programs from that of bots in C&C communication. Finally,
through inference engine to combine the results of host detection and that of
network flow analysis, the detection report can be acquired for all hosts in the
network including the hosts with and without detection tools. In Botinfer, we
have conducted experiments in the lab, and analyzed them in multiple aspects.
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